**************Election results**************
III Measure E, (mass transit) leading with
64 percent of the vote reported.
II Susan Hammer, Mayor, leading with 46 Measure G, (baseball tax) trailing with
percent of votes reported.
64 percent of the vote reported.
II David Pandori, Council Dist. 3, leading
Measure H, (stadium contribution) trailwith 72 percent of votes reported.
ing with 62 percent of the vote reported.
Measure I, (term limits) leading with 55
Measure A, (open space) leading with
percent of the 7ote reported.
63 percent of votes reported.
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Proposition 128, trailing with 24 percent of the vote reported.
Pete Wilson, Govemor, leading with 40
Proposition 130, trailing with 24 perpercent of the vote reported.
cent of the vote reported.
John Vasconcellos, Asmbly. Dist. 3 III Proposition 131, trailing with 24 perleading with 62 percent of vote reported.
cent of the vote reported
II Proposition 126, trailing with 24 percent Proposition 133, trailing with 24 percent
of the vote reported.
of the precincts reported.
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Wilson, term limits on early road to victory
Students express themselves

Environment, Giants and
liquor taxes take beating in
preliminary vote count

Below, SJSU sophomore Kevin Turner picks up his
ballot at the polling booth from election official John
Shirley. The booth was located on Third Street at the
First Immanuel Lutheran Church. Right, a sample
voting machine is used by election officials to
demonstrate to new voters how to mark their ballots.

Daily Staff Report

Early results gave Pete Wilson
the tentative nod for Governor and
killed a host of state and local
propositions in Thesday’s election.
With 46 percent of precincts in
the county reporting , Susan Hammer led Frank Fiscalini in a closely contested race for San Jose
mayor.
In another race with no incumbent running, Democrat Diane
Feinstein trailed Republican Wilson 48 percent to 52 percent with
40 percent of the precincts reporting.
Feinstein, who said she needed
a large voter turnout to achieve
victory, apparently did not get it.
State propositions, which
ranged from new sin taxes to
sweeping environmental reforms,
were by and large shot down by
voters.
Proposition 128, dubbed "Big
Green" by its Campaign California backers, was down getting
only 34 percent of the voters to
say "yes" to the proposed measure
with 24 percent of precincts
reporting.
The proposition proposes many
changes, including 20 percent
elimination of greenhouse gasses
that damage the ozone layer, prohibit new offshore drilling in state
waters, establish a cleanup fund
for oil spills, extend controls on
dumping of waste into rivers and
bays and create an office of State
Environmental Advocate to
enforce the new laws.
Proposition 132, the "mckle a
drink" bill, had received only 44

Photos by Anna Marie Remedios

percent approval at the reporting
polls. The proposition was fought
tooth and nail by the liquor industry as well as bars and nightclubs.
A similar proposition, 126,
appeared defeated.
In local measure races;
It appears as if the San Francisco Giants will not become the
Santa Clara Giants. County Measure G, which would authorize a
utility tax to pay for the required
stadium, and city Measure H
which would authorize San Jose
to contribute city money to the
project, were both down with 48
percent and 46 percent approval
respectively with 49 percent of
votes counted.
Downtown District 3 voters
favored attorney and city planner
David Pandori with 4,092 votes to
opponent Pete Carrillo who pulled
3.892 votes with 72 percent of
precincts reporting in an open
election caused by Hammer’s running for mayor.
Democrat March Fong Eu,
Gray Davis and Leo McCarthy all
led in races for Secretary of State,
Controller and Lieutenant Governor. All three candidates are
incumbents.
The battle of Attorney General,
fought messily in attack ads on
television, was tipped toward
Republican challenger Dan Lundgren, who led fanner San Francisco District Attorney Arlo Smith
with 49 percent of the vote with
25 percent of the vote counted.
San Jose Assemblymen John
Vasconcellos and Charles QuackSee ELECTION, page 3

SJ voters leaning toward Pandori and Hammer
Daily staff report

David Pandori
. leading District 3 candidate

Downtown attorney and SJSU
graduate David Pandori
appeared lobe on his way to victory in a very close race Thesday
night. with not all of the votes
counted for the District 3 City
Council seat, which represents
downtown San Jose.
Leading his opponent Pete
Carrillo 4,092 votes to 3,892
with 34 of 47 precincts counted
at 11:50 p.m., Pandori celebrated
the end of his campaign with his
family, supporters and campaign
staff at his campaign office on
San Antonio Street downtown.
"As I was busy walking the
precincts, I was reassured about
people’s feelings about David,"
said Pandori’s mother Susan. 53.
"I never had the slightest doubt
he wouldn’t win."

Pandori. 32, campaigned on a
platform that included the hiring
of more police, the continuation
of downtown redevelopment and
a better relationship between
SJSU and the city of San Jose.
"At first I thought I knew
about this district," said Pandori
from his campaign headquarters
last night. "But I learned a lot
more (during the campaign).
There’s so many different problems in central San Jose. My
goal is to reunite people in this
district and bring people together."
Pandori’s campaign twice targeted SJSU students with free
movie showings at the Camera 3
theater where Pandori made
short speeches addressing city
issues affecting SJSU.
See PANDORI, page

Daily staff report

In a very close vote, Susan
Hammer led Frank Fiscalini by a
narrow margin in the race for
San Jose mayor and appeared to
be pulling away late Tuesday
night
With 46 percent of the vote
counted, Hammer led 37.716 to
36,585 at 11:50 p.m.
Hammer, former city council
member from downtown’s District 3, was upbeat, though the
race was close.
"We are ahead we are winning that’s good news. I’m really
confident." Hammer told the
crowd at her Lebaron Hotel
headquarters.
Exit polls showed her leading
55 percent to 45 percent after
early vote counts showed Fiscalini in the lead.
"We have a long ways to go

Voice mail was inoperable for four days
Damaged software
caused the phone
system’s breakdown
By Lori Sinsley
Daily start iter
In the worst incident since its
inception three years ago, the
voice mail system at SJSU was
completely out of service for
four days last month became of
damaged software disks.
According to a memo sent out
by Karen McCarty, director of
telecommunications, the system

went down early in the morning
on Oct. 24 and was down until
Oct. 28.
"The problem was found lobe
extensive damage to the four
disks on which voice greetings
and messages are stored,"
McCarty stated in the memo.
Technicians discovered that
the only remedy was to "purge
all existing data stored on these
disks and reformat them,"
McCarty said.
Because all the disks suffered
damage. McCarty said she thinks
any of the computer parts could
have been going into failure and

caused the contamination.
A formal report from the
telecommunications vendor
should arrive next week with
information on what happened
and why.
Without the automatic
answering system in place,
phone calls throughout SJSU
rang three times and then,
instead of clicking over to a mail
box, a busy signal came on,
according to McCarty.
Pat Mullenberg, acting supervisor for the Associated Students
Business Office didn’t consider
it much of a problem. "Our

greeting was erased. That’s
about it." she said.
SJSU counseling services
temporarily lost its 24 -hour
referral number.
"We give referral numbers
people can contact after we’ve
closed," said Gwen Anderson,
who manages the office of counseling services.
"We received no complaints
from anybody, staff or counselors."
Replacing the disks and shutting down the entire network is a
"pretty drastic measure you dnn’t
See VOICE, page 3

before we get to 55," Hammer
said. She added that a majority
of the women’s vote and most of
the Democratic vote would go
her way.
If she won. Hammer said she
would establish "a closer working relationship with the university. The university is full of
untapped resources."
"Every time we get new
results we’re ahead. I’m not
going to count our chickens
before they hatch."
Fiscalini, a former East Side
Union High School District
superintendent and Alexian
Brothers Hospital president, said
the negative plotting by Hammer’s campaign would push him
into office.
The crowd at his headquaners

Susan Hammer
leading mayoral candidate

See HAMMER, page 3

Touch-SJSU registers 1,900
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff MAK

More than 1,9(X) students registered for classes Friday via TouchSJSU, according to Executive Vice
President Handel Evans.
Ed Chambers, associate executive
vice president in charge of admissions
and records, said that the average
scheduling time for students Fnday
was four minutes and Thursday the
average time was less than four minutes.
At the Academic Senate meeting
Monday, a senator said that a student

was waiting for advisement and
scheduled her classes on a cellular
phone. When she went to sec her
advisor a few minutes later, the advisor was able to show her the classes
that she had scheduled on a computer
screen.
"We did a lot of advenising and
education," Chambers said. He added
that he expects most of the students to
be scheduled by the end of November.
However, Chambers said that
scheduling may take longer as classes
begin to fill up and close.
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Responsibility in sport
Questions abound. Was the
Club Oasis nightclub
manager making the proper
respoi ise in banning the football
players? Do the nightclubs hire people
inadequately trained to deal with the
problem of mixing alcohol and
excitement; a mix that often leads to
violence?
The football team was banned from
the Club Oasis nightclub after a fight
erupted Oct. 25.
It wasn’t an isolated incident.
The club manager cited one other
incident involving football players in
October and enough was enough.
"I’m tired of it ... we thought we
resolved it, but it keeps happening.
they are not welcome at the Oasis,"
said promotions manager Janice
Machiko.
One player was arrested on
suspicion of having a false ID and of
interfering with a police officer,
another was reported to have broken
the nose of a club security officer.
Whether the football players started
the melee or the security helped
motivate it, the players’ behavior is
appalling; they deserve whatever
happens to them.
The SJSU football team has the
physical size required for the sport,
and with it the responsibility for
separating aggression on the gridiron
from arguments in a nightclub.

The issue, however, cannot be
isolated to football players.
Whether it be fights in nightclubs or
battered women or hockey match
brawls, the conditions are the same.
People sometimes react to difficult
situations with violence and society
plays a part in manifesting this
behavior.
"The media consistently gives us
images of dealing with situations
through violence," said Azmy
Ibrahim, professor of sociology.
"Commercials show businessmen
’going to war," he said, "and hockey
game reports show only the fights."

athletes involved, who
The
represent SJSU as well as the
football team, must be
cognizant of their role in this
condition.
In an environment of sports coupled
with the environment of academics,
the football players, and athletes and
general, are doubly responsible to
learn that a violent response is not the
answer.
Although it is not only football
players, we need to make it clear that
our eyes are upon you and we do not
like what we see.
Whether you like it or not, you are
still symbols of this university.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

School worth it; Steele wrong
Education.priceless
In response to the letter. "School is a
waste." Nov. 2. Butch, wipe the snot off your
nose and be a man. If you truly believe a
college degree is worthless stand up to your
mommy and quit school now.
It seems pretty easy to spout off about a
"worthless" piece of paper when you’re about
to have it in your greedy little hands.
School is a place to be educated not a place
to go for a guaranteed paycheck. It seems you
spent a little too much time thinking about
money when you should have been taking
some humanities and history courses.
Butch, you have obviously been out of
touch with the "real world- for awhile. For
one, try getting a job in the business
community with no education. Butch, I hope
you like the mailroom because that is where

Maintreaming
. Editor,
This is an open letter to Dr. Shelby Steele in
response to his public reading of his new book
"The Content of Our Character, A New Vision
of Race in America" on Oct. II at SJSU.
Dr. Steele. I could have agreed with
everything you said in Thursday night’s
reading, in spite of the fact that you were
speaking from a different reality. I wonder.
though. if you had ever expected that the
"mainstream" would consider you a
spokesperson for African Americanssimply
because you have said what they want to hear.
Yes, you were "only a writer." you had the
freedom to speak your ideas and feelings
subjectively. But, when you upset so many (of
your) black audience yet received standing
applause from your white audience in a
lecture hall. something is wrong. When the
subject matter is racial injustice, you cannot

you start. Secondly $25,000 barely puts food
on the table. Hasn’t economics taught you
anything?
The value of education is priceless. It shows
commitment and dedication to complete a
task. I spent three years out there with the
same belief as you Butch. After this three year
experiment I was offered a sales position
paying $23,000 a year. I turned it down and
headed back to school.
Butch, I gave the theory a try. Don’t he a
hypocrite with a college degree. Go out there
and prove your theory. Then you can write us
all a letter to show what fools we are.
Butch, the only one making a four year stop
at a day care center is you.
Richard Falconer
Junior
Economies
assume responsibility as a writer only
anymore.
Let me ask you again: who were the
intended readers of your book? What was
your purpose of writing the bookother than
wanting to be a writer and having your essays
published? Do you realize how much power
you have given to the "whites" by addressing
issues from a mainstream point of view? And
I could only pray that no one in the audience
agreed with you when you answered that: yes.
mainstreaming should be the goal for blacks.
Why didn’t you go into the black
communities to teach young people how to
take responsibilities for themselves, and write
a book to teach the mainstream how to
eliminate racist attitudes and behaviors? How
could you allow yourself to become a
"popular" irithor at the expense of your own
race?
Morning Shu
Junior
Art

CAMPUS VOICE

WILLIAM A. WILSON

Steele’s character content not issue
When the philosopher Henry
Adams contemplated the "progress of
evolution from President Washington
to President Grant." he concluded
that it "was alone evidence enough to
upset Darwin.- Having first read
Shelby Steele’s "The Content of Our
Character," and then having read and
listened to much of the campus
response to it, I well appreciate
Adam’s disillusionment.
Steele’s book is a polemic that
bears the hammermarks of his
considerable wit and
intelligence. (By the way.
polemic is not prima facie.
a bankrupt literary form.
King’s "Letter from
Birmingham Jail" is a
marvelous example of the
genre.) His work is
grounded in his deeply felt
experiences with racism and racists,
which are expressed with a goodwill
that is mature and fervent. Steele’s
thesis is reasonably argued: that is.
one may reasonably argue against its
position without recourse to
reduction. Moreover, it is a work
elegantly written throughout.
Alas, the attacks on Steele’s book
that have appeared in the Spartan
Daily have been at the antipodes. To
my mind, the contributions of
Professors Sterling Harwood and
Samuel Henry, in particular. are
oddly removed from Steele’s text.
weak in thought, narrow in their
range of reference, suspect in logic
and cogency, and insistently petulant
in tone. When these pieces are not
busily begging the question. they
attempt to damn Steele with dark
innuendoes about the racial attitudes
of his readers. In short, they are
appallingly composed.
What is one to make of Harwo(xl’s
assertion that black students are
peculiarly pressured to work to afford
collegiate education in ways that
other white students are not? He
should ask his students what keeps
them from their books on weekends

and after 2:30 p.m. MTWThh?
There are, however, more
important points at issue here than
mere solecisms and downright
confused writing. Since hope
over
triumphs
occasionally
experience on this campus. I expected
more substantial meat and drink
served in a public dialectic, especially
in one centered on a book by a
colleague. Instead I was served
academie small beer and bureaucratic
fat’ food. Such fare is demonstrabli

character is not noteworthy in itscll.

However, the mere presumption to
assess Steele’s character is. It is an
unprincipled intrusion into Steele’s
discourse on race and equity. On a
university campus. it is also
pluperfectly unprofessional and
noxious in the extreme
Nowhere in these responses to
Steele is there a detailed rejoinder to
his proposals. There is certainly much
to do to establish equity ’on’thrs.
campus. But it is not at all certain ’ha(’
Affirmative Action is the
magic bullet to cure
America’s chronic social
disease, whose etiology and
symptomology Steele never
ignores or discounts. And
Steele is steadily aware that
changing one’s character
may not spare one from this
disease. The essential difference
between the prescriptions of Drs.
Harwood and Henry and that of
systemic reform will afford health
and well being. If one is not
prospering, they argue. the system is
at fault. Steele rightly. I believe,
favors local interventions, while
insisting
that
systematic
in)provernents have and will
supplement individual effort.
Hirsvoml and Henry mislead us when
they proffer deliverance from racism.
(A world free of racism, it seems to
me. is undoubtedly attractive but
finally illusory.) The failure of
Affirmative Action as a remedy
against racism either real or
imagined, has driven many of its
supporters into homeopathy. into selfdefeating contradictions. Steele
modestly offers "only an opportunity.
not a deliverance." The efficacy of
Steele’s method is measured
everyday in our bourgeois world.
while Harwood and Henry seek ii
postpone the patient’s exam until the
world is made over.

I expected more substantial
meat and drink served in a
public (lialectic. Instead I was
served academic small beer...
bad for a university’s heart tits
openness to debate) in particular. and
for the circulation of ideas in general.
Yet the most shameful aspects of
the uncritical responses to Steele’s
analysis are their smugness,
anti-intellectualism, and assumed
moral privilege. Why do Harwood
and Henry pretend to have a
"discussion- with Steele when their
positions are presented as beyond
reproach and above repair? Why does
Henry work at a university. whose
curriculum teaches "so little about the
nature and scope of our society?"
Clearly Henry needs a new method
of reading. Moreover, there is
something awe-inspiring, indeed
vertiginous. in the self-righteousness
of someone who pronounce that
"Steele’s character becomes an
affront to those whose lives were, and
are, involved in attempting to address
racial and ethnic discrimination."
The campus is not unanimous in its
opinion Of Sreele’s character. Earlier
it was reported that Professor Joseph
Milner of Afro-American studies
decided that Steele was not a "racist"
despite appearance to the contrary
The split decision on Steele’s

William A Wilson is an English
pri*Nsur.
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HAMMER
From page I
seemed confident and excited
though the race was too close to
call.
Absentee ballots were not all
counted and Fiscalini said those
might push him over the top.
"I feel I’ll do OK by the absentee
ballots," he said in a TV interview.
Both candidates ran on nearly
identical platforms and agreed on
many issues during the campaign.
Their major differences were on
Measure G, the stadium tax ,and
the on city council term limit measures.
Hammer was for the stadium tax
and Fiscalini opposed it. Hammer
supported Measure J, a three-term
limit with ethics guidelines. Fiscalini supported Measure I, a two-term
limit for council members.
On development on the Coyote
Valley area, both candidates
favored detailed planning before
there is construction of homes.

ELECTION
From page I
enbush appeared to be safely
reelected over challengers. Vasconcellos, a Democrat led his closest
opponent with 62 percent of the
vote while the Republican Quackenbush captured 64 percent in his
assembly district.
Likewise, Democrat Don
Edwards seemed secure in his quest
for re-election. Edwards looked to
keep his House of Representatives

Both said that residential development would only be justified when
there are enough jobs in the area to
warrant IL
The symmetry on the issues led
to negative tactics in the later stages
of the campaign.
Fiscalini charged that Hammer
started the mud-slinging by claiming he had "flip-floppped" on the
city’s growth. Hammer charged in
TV ads and at candidate forums
that Fiscalini changed his progrowth stance when he found that
controlling growth was popular
among voters.
Fiscalini had said he went to
negative tactics only after Hammer’s flip-flop charges. Fiscalini
aired ads that asked, "If San Jose
lost $70 million while she was trying to learn the job she’s in...how
much can we afford to lose while
she tries to learn the job as mayor?"
The ad referred to $73 million
that San Jose lost in 1984 on bonds
while Hammer was on the city
council.
Hammer also pushed Fiscalini

seat safe with 64 percent of the vote
compared to Republican challenger
Mark Patrosso’s 34 percent.
Despite these incumbents being
safe, the "throw the bums out"
movement gathered strength as
Proposition 140 and San Jose Measures 1 and J, all proposals to limit
politicians’ terms of office looked
close to passage. Proposition140,
which coupled the term limit with
restrictions on state legislators
retirement benefits, had 55 percent
approval. The other term limit bill,
Proposition 131, went down with
61 percent against.

during the primary election to
release the particulars surrounding
his departure from Alexian Brothers.
Fiscalini relented and released a
statement that detailed a generous
buy out of his contract as president.
He also acknowledged that had a
settlement not been reached with
the hospital he would have been
fired.
Fiscalini is a former teacher.
coach and principal in addition to
being a superintendent during the
years the East Side Union High
School District was being formed.
Hammer joined the city council
in 1980 by replacing Jim Self when
he resigned. She had her first taste
of politics when she volunteered for
San Jose Assemblyman John Vasconcellos’ first successful bid for
State Legislature.
Spartan Daily staff writers
Bryan Gold, Angus Klein, Harry
Mok and Lori Sinsky contributed
to this report.
City Measure I would limit council
members to two successive terms and
had garnered support by 70 percent
of the vote, while J added an ethics
package and limited council members -to three terms. Measure .1 had a
52 percent "yes" vote.
If conflicting measures such as
these pass, the measure or proposinor. with the most votes is the one
that passes.
Spartan Daily Staff Writers Lori
Sinsley, Angus Klein, Rob Neill and
Susanne Cesar as well as television
and print news sources contributed
to this report.

Court: L.A . election borders unfair

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
federal appeals court agreed with a
lower court’s ruling that Los Angeles County supervisors intentionally drew election boundaries
to dilute Hispank voting strength.
By a 2-1 vote, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on Friday
supported U.S. District Judge
David Kenyon’s finding of intentional manipulation by the supervisors. when they drew the bountla,
ries in 1981.
The appeals court approved a redistricting plan backed by Kenyon
and ordered an election in a district
that encompasses a Hispanic majority population. It rejected the

county’s argument that no new
lines should be drawn until after
the 1990 census.
The county’s 8.7 million population is 35 percent Hispanic, but
no Hispanic has been elected to the
five-member Board of Supervisors
for 115 years.
Supervisor
Kenneth
Hahn,
whose district is not threatened by
the new plan. applauded Friday’s
ruling hut said the board should he
expanded.
Hahn remarked. "there will always be unrest and dissatisfaction
because we are trying to govern
nine million people with just five
supervisors. If we add two more

supervisors, one for the Latino
community and one for the black
community, it would solve their
problems."

The court ordered Kenyon to
schedule an election as soon as
possible in the new district to succeed retiring Supervisor Pete Schabarum.
A primary election will likely be
held by March, Said Ramona
Ripston. executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Southern California. The ACLU
represented Hispanic plaintiffs in
the case.

Democrats win House control

moved to a small lead over Johr
Press
Silber as Massachusetts picked a
goverwrested
Democrats
successor to Michael Dukakis.
norships from the GOP in Texas.
- GOP Gov. John McKernan
Florida and four other states on
Tuesday in midterm elections that clung to a lead over former Gov.
sealed a season of Republican dis- Joseph Brennan in Maine.
appointment. Democrats also expanded their dominion of Congress
in returns that heavily favored the
incumbents.
North Carolina GOP Sen. Jesse
From page I
Helms won re-election in the most
Campaign assistant Kelly Kline,
closely watched Senate race of 34
a 22-year-old SJSU senior majoring
on the ballot.
Upsets were few and far be- in political science and journalism,
"has
tween, despite stirrings of voter said that working for Pandori
be a
discontent. House Republican been inspirational. You can
David
Whip Nowt Gingrich was in a good candidate and win.
Georgia deadlock and Democratic (Pandori) gives me more faith in the
Sen. Bill Bradley was pressed be- system."
Pandori graduated from SJSU
fore winning a dramatic relection
with a bachelor’s degree in environin New Jersey.
Democrats elected Ann Rich- mental studies. He took a master’s
ards as governor of Texas and degree in city planning from UC
Lawton Chiles in Florida, giving Berkeley and then went on to law
them the last word in redistricting school at Having’s College of Law
that will add House seats to both in San Francisco.
He is a former aide to Mayor
Sunbelt states for the next decade.
Republicans looked to Pete Wil- Tom McEnery, a member of the
son to hold the California govern- Downtown Working Review Comship in his race against Dianne mittee and has been active in the
development of the Guadalupe
Feinstein.
Democrats easily renewed their River Park.
Carrillo, the loser of the race, is
majority in the Senate. and in the
Mayor Blanca
House as well, where they aimed an aide to Vice
and a former representato improve their 259-176 majority. Alvarado
from Willow Glen to the West
The GOP got good news in tive
Community ColOhio. where George Voinovich Valley/Evergreen
won a Democratic governorship,
and in Connecticut where Gary
Franks became the first black
House Republican since 1935.
Sen. Lowell Weicker vexed the From page I
GOP again, this time as an out- want to be taking with your voice
sider, with an independent victory mail system," McCarty said.
for governor of Connecticut. Re"We had two problems this sumpublican Gov. Kay Orr was trail- mer but neither were system-wide
ing, barely, in Nebraska.
like last month’s."
Vermont sent Socialist Bernie
McCarty doesn’t suspect any
Sanders to the House - in place of foul play, rather she attributes the
a Republican. But former GOP problem to heavy usage of the sysGov. Richard Snelling won his old tem, normal wear and tear and outjob back, and with it, the dated technology.
statehouse for his party.
The SJSU system handles
Hours after the polls closed, upwards of 25,000 messages a day,
there was no shortage of close she said.
statehouse races:
"We are known to have one of
- John Engler led Democratic the most heavily used systems in
Gov, James Blanchard in a Michi- the area."
gan surprise.
And although the system is part
- Republican William
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of the first voice mail generation,
McCarty does consider it outdated
by today’s standards.
Officials will conduct a study
this spring in an attempt to bring in
an entirely new voice mail system.
Through interviews with users, officials hope to find out the most popular features and evaluate how they
can update and expand usage.
Students who live in the residence halls are provided with voice
mail free of charge, a luxury limited
almost entirely to SJSU.
"I know of a handful of schools
on the east coast that re-sell the feature to their students. But here at
State students get the service for
free," McCarty said.
"None of the other CSU campuses provide it and none of the UC
schoolSpffer it either."
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Staff writers Lori Sinseley,
Susanna Cesar and Amanda Heists
and Adam Steinhauer contributed
to this report.

See how we listened.
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...............
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lege District.
Pandori said that he did not
approve of the campaign tactics
Carrillo used but that he had no
hard feelings.
"If I really want to be a leader I
have to work with everybody
including Pete Carrillo," Pandori
said..
Pandori was referring to a Carrillo campaign mailer that quoted an
article from the Metro weekly entertainment magazine which called
Pandori a "weenie."
The quote that Carrillo’s mailer
used was taken, out of context, from
the Metro’s endorsement of Pandori.
Carrillo said if he lost he would
run for office again.
Carrillo has billed himself as the
candidate who will see that downtown neighborhoods do not suffer
because of downtown redevelopment.

You said you wanted
to turn in papers
that turn heads.

prayer. 12-1 pm.. Spartan Memorial Chapel
call (415) 961-5781
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeting. 7
pm.SU AS Council Chambers
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Love Gone
Mad. Noon, S U Amphitheatre

THURSDAY

- Illinois GOP Secretary of
State Jim Edgar led Neil Hartigar
narrowly in Illinois.
- Democrat Rudy Perpich trailed Arne Carlson in a tough Minnesota race marked by Republicar
turmoil.
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Bartender serves high-tech mixes at The Garage
just exotic materials. The Garage
has exhibits on genetics, space.
The customer saddled up to the microelectronics, robotics and bibar, checked out the menu and cycles.
made his order. But at this bar, the
There is even a place to buy earbartenders don’t serve screwdriv- ings made from microchips and
ers or martinis.
maybe a poster or two. In the Tech
Instead, the highly-educated Shop, Tim Brown, a computer scibartenders serve the customers a ence major, works part-time. He is
high-technology responsible for making sure that
half-dozen
materials inside one of Silicon Val- the store’s new cash register,
ley’s newest "Garages."
which really is a computer, is
Well, this bar isn’t the Spartan working properly and he also helps
Pub and this garage isn’t the aver- customers select all sorts of highage carport. It is the centerpiece of tech gift items.
the Technology Center of Silicon
When he went to the Career
Valley’s high-technology mu- Planning and Placement Center at
seum, The Garage.
SJSU, he never expected to work
Helping run the interactive mu- inside one of the hippest garages in
seum are four SJSU students who the Valley. "I expected it to be a
work part time and at least one normal store."
other student who works on a volThe high-technology museum
unteer basis. The museum has a was named The Garage because
full-time staff of 25 and a part-time many of Silicon Valley’s most sucstaff of five. A volunteer staff of cessful companies got their start in
200 helps give tours and explain a garage.
the exhibits.
"This gives me a touch into the
At the Materials Bar, one of the future," said psychology student
students. Gurmeet Naroola --his Terry Giles. who also works in the
official title is bartender --serves Tech Shop.
up a supply of high-technology
Steve Kleinke, a mechanical enmaterials instead of the latest gineering major, is part of the
brews. The customers are encour- Human Powered Vehicle team at
aged to touch and feel the materials SJSU and is a part-time guide to
and displays.
the bicycle exhibit. He explains
Materials on the menu include: how new technology is helping biAerofoam, a silicon -based sub- cycle racers win while showing pastance from Lawrence Livermore trons how to design their own
Laboratories, which is very light bikes on a computer. "We’re like
and has high strength; carboxyl assistant engineers," he said.
methyl cellulose, a super-absorBack at the Materials Bar, Nabent material used in some diapers: roola is showing off a piece of
and Kevlar which is a super-strong Kevlar that stopped a bullet and isfiber that is used in bullet-proof dazzling customers with some
ests.
crystals that have unique optical
But the high-tech world isn’t properties. One crystal would
By Robert Scobles
Daily staff writer

tender in between his job at Matsushita Electronics and his work on a
masters degree in inter-disciplinary
engineering.
SJSU students can visit the bar
and see the rest of The Garage.
which is located across from the
San Jose Convention Center, for
free during opening ceremonies
until Nov. 11.

Tours draw more visitors than planned
"It’s really neat," said Jonathan
Hsu. an 11 year-old who was
there with his mother and little
brother. Jonathan’s mother. Eva.
said she was working on setting
up a field trip for Jonathans
class to come to The Garage.

and musical shows.

By Lori Sinsley
Daily staff writer

The weather was perfect, the
crowds were bigger than expected and almost everyone had
a smile on their face.
Last weekend The Garage
opened its doors for the first time
to a general public eager to get its
hands on high technology of differing sorts.
Until Nov. II. the Technology
Center of Silicon Valley will preview The Garage in free tours."It’s a preview before we go
operational," said Don Higgins,
director of operations. "We’re
doing it for the exposure of getting people in here."
While waiting in line last
weekend, the visitors who stood
under a white canopy decorated
with yellow balloons were
treated to humorous entertainment by Robot Redford and
Huggy two playful but intelligent robots. Mimes and clowns
also entertained those waiting up
to 30 minutes in line.
Once inside, 20-minute tours
of 15 visitors each were taken
around The Garage then left outside for souvenirs, tasty treats

According to Peter Giles.
president of the Technology Center. more than 3.500 people
showed up Saturday. They were
taken around by 36 tour guides to
view the high tech exibits of
space, bicycles, materials, robotics, biotechnology and microelectronics.

show two images when placed on
top of a book.
Working as a materials bartender is not easy, as Naroola
found out during preview shows
last week. Some of the exhibits arrived just before the doors opened

and didn’t come with instructions.
Naroola had to make an educated guess when asked why one
spring on display would "remember" its original shape when
heated. The two training sessions
that he attended came in handy.

Karen Meier. a pharmaceuticals professional, came with
some friends and found the DNA
exhibit particularly interesting.

Lynda Greene, manager of educational programs, explained
that the tours will only take place
during the grand opening.

"I like the stuff they’re doing
with school kids." Meier said.
"I think that’s the best of it."
Callie Gregory, director of
public relations for The Garage.
was impressed at the turnout.
"We packed in as many people
as we could on the tours to accomodate everyone who came
here. Sunday’s line at 11 a.m.
was backed up early on where it
had been late in the day on Saturday.

"After that, people will be
free to spend as much time as
they like at something that interests them." Greene said.
Once they go through the tour,
visitors went outside to a giant
white tent and relaxed to the
sounds of local musical groups.
Memberships were available
for prices of $20 and $35 and as
of Sunday, The Garage had approximately 120 new members.

"It’s going better than we ever
expected." Gregory said.
Hours for The Garage from
Nov. 5-9 are from II am to 2
p.m. This weekend it will be
open both days from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.

The response to The Garage
was overwhelmingly positive.

even though there were no explanations included with the device.
(It is made of a nickel -titanium
alloy that undergoes a change in its
molecular structure).
He volunteers part-time as a bar-

Inside The Garage. visitors get a
hands-on" feel of new technologies. That is what Naroola tried to
do when he volunteered as a "bartender" at the Materials Bar.
Naroola offered to help the Garage staff after he saw an ad on TV
about The Garage. "This place
gives you a lot of confidence." he
said. "You get to meet a lot of important people. ’
The museum has excited educators in the valley because of its
ability to turn young people on to
science. "It’s exciting, Arlene
Okerlund, SJS( sice president.
said after viewing the exhibits. "It
sill add the excitement that a teacher with limited resources can not
produce in the indik !dual classroom.
"Students can come here and
see science vistialtied. All kids are
excited by science if it is presented
the right way.’’
Carol Schwar7, the founder of
the museum. said that volunteers
arc an integral part of The Garage
and that more arc needed. "There
is an ongoing need for volunteers."
Only bartenders who are willing
to serve new materials need apply.

Sigma Nu’s Swing-A-Thon helps bring toys to underprivileged
By Amanda Helen
Daily staff writer

sun made a perfect place for homework, Druckhammer said.
The Oct. 17 earthquake disrupted last year’s Swing-A-Thon
but did not slow down donations.
The fraternity collected three refridgerator size boxes full of toys,
according to Druckhammer.
It was "kind of sporadic,"
Druckhammer said. After the

earthquake about 40 extra people
were housed in the fraternity because ofthe lack of power resulting
from the earthquake, Druckhammer said.
A trophy is awarded by the fraternity to the organization that donates the largest amount of toys.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
brought in close to 50 percent of

Sigma Nu Fraternity gave the
phrase "swing shift" a new meaning last week as SJSU sororities
climbed into a box swing and went
back and forth for four straight
days and nights.
More than 100 toys, including
stuffed animals and games, were
donated to Toys For Tots for underpriveleged children through the
Sigma Nu Fraternity house last
The A.S. Program Board Presents.
week in its annual Swing-A-Thon,
according to Dan Druckhammer.
Sigma Nu’s philanthropy chairman.
BURT WARD
ADAM WEST
"Five times as many as 1 anticipated for this year" were donated.
Druckhammer said. It was close to
the amount collected last year, he
said.
Druckhammer
donated
a
"cottl" saxaphone that blows bubr igin al
bles, he said.
For 12 straight hours, each sorority took its turn and swung in
Nov. 71-.
the front yard of the Sigma Nu fraBatman! CWednesday,
Morris Dailey Auditorium
ternity house starting Oct. 29 at
we
Holy Comedies
can
when
7pm and lOpm
noon until Nov. 2 at noon. accordher andmoviernm
Only $2.00 01’ Chum111..)
ing to Druckhammer.
see the
"Whoever marathons it stayed
up with the swinging sorority girls,
according to Sigma No member
Darin Davis. Those without tests rergrirt
the next morning stayed up all
night with the swingers, he said.
’It’s kind of fun, making the most
Of what it is.’. Davis said.
"I think it’s fun to meet everybody and help the charity at the
same time, said Stacie Onstad,
an Alpha Omicron Pi pledge.
Onstad was in the box swing for an
For mort. tnro, call ii,. Ft. 5.1 . Line 924.6251 F undI 11, I be ,5550l1.1it’d
hour on Tuesday night with Sigma
*Ha ’d A alb lel rum.ilor
Nu member David Emigh and
planned to remain for another half
an hour, she said.
With student favorite. "Ferris
THE R.S. PROGRAM 101111 11E1E0111E5
Bueller’s Day Off playing on the
video cassette recorder in the front
yard. the time went by much faster
for those swinging and for those
keeping them company.
On the first afternoon Druckhammer and other Sigma Nu members studied for classes on the
couch next to the swing where the

the total amount of donated toys
which landed them this year’s trophy. according to Druckhammer.
Last year the trophy went to the
fifth and sixth graders at Kennedy
Elementary School, Druckhammer
said. Toys are welcomed from everyone, including all SJSU campus
organizations

"What are we going to say, no
to toys’!" Davis asked.
The Swing-A-Thon has become
a tradition for the fraternity’s philanthropy since the first Swing-AThon in 1951, according to Druckhammer.
"We could do something new.

hut if it’s not broken don’t fix it."
he said.
According to Colin Clover.
Sigma Nu vice president. the
house was awarded the fraternity’s
National Philanthropy Award for
the year because it had "such a diverse
philanthropy program."
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Cheerleaders use practice
and skill to inspire crowds
By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer
It’s 6 a.m., and the sun is just
beginning to rise. Most SJSU students are still slumbering, but the
squad is practicing for Saturday’s
game.
The squad members don their
uniforms and begin to stretch for a
grueling practice. The focus is on
their timing in formation, and after
an hour and 15 minutes they feel
confident for the game against
New Mexico State.
This strenuous workout does not
concern the football team but instead it’s for the cheerleading
squad. They’re practicing their
routines in the Spartan Complex in
one of their twice-a-week early
morning practices.
Kelly Steinberg, captain of the
SJSU cheerleading squad, said that
collegiate cheerleading rivals others sports in skill and dedication.
Steinberg pointed to the intense
competition to make the squad, the
twice-a-week practices at 6 a.m,
and the unwavering enthusiasm
cheerleaders must maintain at each
sporting event.
This year’s squad is 16 strong,
doubling last year’s total, with 15
women and one man. The squad
.was expanded this year for more
exposure on campus and "to allow
the squad to split up and cover
more events" that are running concurrently, said squadmember Babette Powers, a sophomore child
development major.

Neil Nogaliza incident.
Steinberg said the squad members have no lingering fears about
their safety after the Sept. 29 incident in which Nogaliza, the
squad’s male member, was allegedly attacked by SJSU student Rob
Press, 24, during the fourth quarter
of a football game at Stanford.
"At the time we didn’t know if
someone was out to get the
cheerleaders or out to get Neil,"
Steinberg said. "Now we have discovered why Press did it. It was a
personal thing, so we’re not worried that someone is out to get us."

Trying out for the team

"I just love cheerleading and
after high school I didn’t want to
quit," Steinberg said.

The first tryouts for the squad
started in April, at which about 40
aspiring cheerleaders appeared.
The applicants "learn three routines at the tryouts, must bring one
of their own and must perform another in an impromtu session."
said squad co-captain Dee Rampenthal. a junior public relations
major.
The intitial tryouts are taken seriously because it is in these early
stages that the cutting process begins.
"It’s sad that they cut at tryouts
because at that point we’ve all
been through half the tryouts and
they suddenly start cutting people," said Steinberg.
Applicants also go through an
interview, which according. to
squad secretary Cherie Snyder."weighs a lot because if they
pick up that you have an attitude,
you won’t make it."
The list of applicants was pared
down to 28 after the first tryouts
and after further cuts later in the
summer the squad reached its current number of 16.

Cheerleaders’ reasons vary
The motivating force behind the
squadmembers vary from wanting
to meet people to wanting to find
their place in the SJSU community.
"1 didn’t know anybody at
SJSU when I graduated from high
school and I saw cheerleading as a
chance to meet people, not necessarily football players, but the
other girls on the squad," said
squadmember Joy Navarette.
sophomore environmental studies
major.
Others feel more involved with
the university. "I feel like I’ve
contributed to the SJSU community
since
becoming
a
cheerleader," Snyder said.

Steinberg, Rampenthal. Snyder,
Powers and Navarrette were all
cheerleaders at their high schools
and all notice a big difference between collegiate cheerleading and
high school cheerleading.
"There’s more dedication in
collegiate cheerleading. because at
the
knows
SJSU
nobody

Origin plays kxlay
at Student Union
hot off a tour as the opening act

for Australian hand Midnight Oil,
The Origin will bring their lively.
acoustic oriented tunes to the Student Union Amphitheater today at
noon.
The show, sponsored by the Associated Students Program Board,
is part of the band’s efforts to promote their new, self-titled album.

Live Crew
attention
misplaced

1

Luther
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Campbell of the rap group 2 Live
Crew says people should spend
more time worrying about homelessness and hunger and less time
trying to prove the lyrics to his
songs arc obscene.
"We have an outrageous
amount of people sleeping in the
streets and without anything to eat,
but we find rappers more important." Campbell wrote in a essay
in Monday’s Los Angeles Times.
Campbell and fellow 2 live
Crew members Mark -Brother
Marquis" Ross and Chris "Fresh
Kid Ice" Wongwon were acquitted
in Florida last month of obscenity
for performing songs from their
"As Nasty as They Wanna Be"
album.

"Fourteen of us drove down to
cheerleaders. 5( y ou do it more for
the love tit it It s not a popularity UCLA in an Aerostar to attend a
camp sponsored by the Universal
contest," Steinberg said.
Cheerleading Association." NavaSnyder has noticed a difference rette said. "It was like female
in the quality of cheerleading. bonding."
"You get a higher selection of
The squad won the all -girl fight
good cheerleaders at the collegiate song competition at the camp, and
level." Snyder said, "because in Was invited to compete at a nahigh school it’s much easier to Ii(lind competition. However, the
make the squad."
squad is not able to compete in
such competitions because of budCheerleaders bond
getary constraints. Steinberg said.

the members.
"Our image on campus and our
support level used to be negative.
but then we went out and spoke to
several fraternities and sonorities
and asked for support." Steinberg
said. "After that the crowds have
shown support at the games...
The main goal of the squad is to
get the crowd involved at the
games.

"We want the crowd to get psyThis year’s squad, which perDespite the Press incident, the
forms at men’s and women’s bas- support for the squad has increased ched up, because when the crowd
ketball games. women’s y ol ley hall recently . much to the surprise of gets psyched up, the play ers get
and men’s football gawk,. was
given a chance to familiarize themselves with each other this summer
on a road trip to Los \ ogeles.

psi cited

Navarette said.

Steinberg said she wished the
SJSU comniunity would understand that the only reason the
cheerleaders perform is to promote
spirit in the uni% ersity . and that the
crowd would respond to them at
the games.
"We’re a good squad and we
have a lot of diversity. hut it would
help to have guys on the squad, because it allow us to perform in a
more collegiate style." Steinberg
said.

JAZZ CONCERT
TONIGHT

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian
Influences on American Music
American Music Week

Wed. Nov. 7
7:30 PM

Squad’s strength tested

Not long after the squad reached
its final size and began to gel, the
squad’s strength was tested by the

Anna Mane Remedios -- Daily staff pH

The SPA! cheerleading squad performs during last weekend’s game against Cal State Fullerton.

LatinJazz
Ensemble

Brazilian
Caxoeira

Daniel Sabanovich,
Director

Mestre

areeloPereira,
Director

Afro-Brazilian
Percussion
Ensemble
Daniel Sabanovich,
Director

SJSU Concert Hall
7th and San Carlos
(Parking in 7th St. Garage)
Donation:
General $5.00
Student/Senior $3.00
d=1:1111111111111ii

Term Papers
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We can’t write it for you
but we will make sure its finished with the
utmost care Quality reproduction Choice of paper and binding
Friendly service Everything you need to help you make the grade.

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
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295-5511
481 E. San Carlos Si
(Between 10th le 11th)
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Bleisch defies odds by coming back from injury
By Bill Williamson
Daily stall writer

.Bob Bleisch’s life aN a football
player was exemplified last summer after an injury
on the pavement.
The SJSU starting nose guard
fractured his right ankle and shin
when he was hit by a car while riding his motorcycle near his home
in San Diego. Physicians told the
:player he would be in a cast for
three months.
The accident sidelined the sec: ond-team All -Big West selection
’ until midway through the season.
That meant Bleisch would miss a
few football games.
"I felt really bad because I felt
like I was letting down my coaches
and teammates," he said. "Telling
my coach I would be out for three
months was the hardest thing I’ve
ever done.’
So Bleisch did what any nose

guard worth his salt would do
he cut off his cast after 21/2 weeks
and began to work out despite the
constant pain in his leg.
"It hurt so bad, I could hardly
stand up," Bleisch now admits.
Most doctors probably would say
I was stupid for doing it. But most
doctors don’t know how much I
want and love to play football."
Then Bleisch did something else
he wasn’t suppossed to able to
do.He made it back for two-a-day
summer practice. enabling him to
be in the starting lineup for the season-opener against Louisville.
Although his rise through the
football ranks hasn’t been as painful as his motorcycle crash, his determination has stayed the same.
At 6-feet, 247 pounds, he was
told he wasn’t considered large as
h defensive lineman.But his lack of
size has not stopped Bleisch from
achieving his goal of becoming a
Division I player.

Basketball players booted
Two members of the SJSU
women’s basketball team have
been dismissed from the squad for
"not following team rules."
Hulett Brooks and LaTresse
Hunter, two projected starters, will
not be allowed to play on the team
this season, according to Spartan
women’s basketball coach Tina
Krah.
"They quit." said Krah. "They
couldn’t follow certain rules, so
they chose not to be apart of the
team.
Brooks and Hunter were unavailable for comment. According
to the office of Admissions and
Records. Brooks is currently enrolled for the fall semester.
LaTresse Hunter was not going
to be able to practice until January
because she was recovering from
reconstructive knee surgery.
Hulett Brooks was the starting
point guard last season and was
going to continue her starting role
this year until she quit. Sherry
"Spud" Yudt will take over the
point guard position.

Hulett Brooks
...Kicked off the team

Spartans in the
NFL

"Life goes on," said Krah.

Football’s Top 25

Through Week Nine
Johnny Johnson, FR (87-89)

’figs
Teem

Raced
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2
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22. Louisville
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6
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Mervyn Fernandez, WR (81)
Los Angeles Raiders
Receiving
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Stave DeBerg, 08 (75-76)
Kansas City Chiefs
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No
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Yds

TO

tot
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Gill Byrd, CB (79-82)
San 0 -ego Chargers
interceptions
No

TO

This

5

0

28

Jay Taylor, S (87-88)

7-2-0

362

22

6-2-0

279

24

8-1-1
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No
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Phoenix Cardinals
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Bob Bleisch,
sJsi starting nose guard
athlete.
"I always loved football and
wanted to play," he said. "I’ve
worked hard and strived to make it
to Division I . . . Playing Division
I football is the greatest feeling in
the world."

tan coaching staff and his teammates as a team leader and a player
who will bleed to win.

"He keeps us loose, kind of the
joker of the team." said defensive
does.
tackle Mike Powers. "But when esarily what the nose guard
the
he puts on the helmet he gets real As long as I blow my guy off
line I’ve done my job.
Bleisch. whose face looks like intense. Bob’s a hard player.
it’s five-years old and has a phyBleisch said he hopes to con"After the Washington game tinue his career next season in the
sique that looks like it was made
by PeterbilL is making his big-time (the second game of the season) debut season of the World Ameritheir center (Ed Cunnig.ham, a pre- can Football League. before trying
college experience pay off.
season All-Pac 10 Conference se- to graduate to the NFL.
He is regarded by both the Spar- lection) said in the papers that Bob
’’liii going to try to move on.’
was as good or better than any nose
guard in the Pac- 10 . . Bleisch Bleisch said. "I sec the World
kicked his butt all game.
League as the place where I can
prove and improve myself as a
Bleisch said leverage is the key player. then go on to the
to his success against bigger play- NFI.. . . . I’m going to do everyers.
thing possible to continue playing. "
"When you play nose guard leThat includes defying a few docvrage is what it’s all about." he
aid. "Getting tackles isn’t nee- tors if he has to.
leaguers were thrown out on the
bases. In Game 4, the major
leaguers made four errors.

Japanese juggernaut
defeat Americans
First it was
TOKYO (API
cameras, cars and electronics.
And now, horror of horrors, is
baseball to be the next U.S. industry to find itself outgunned
hy the Japanese juggernaut’?
The question, which would
have evoked laughs last week,
seems suddenly pertinent after
the showing of a major league
all-star team touring Japan for
an eight-game series.
The Americans have lost the
first four games to their Japanese counterparts, including an
11-6 rout Tuesday in Fukuoka,
a city on the southern island of
Kyushu.
The major league team,
which includes Cecil Fielder,
Dave Stewart and Rob Dibble.
lost 4-1, 4-3 and 2-1 in its preious three games.
"The Japanese are playing
really welt" commissioner Fay
Vindent Said. "YOu can’t take
anything away from the Japanese.’
In Game 3. four major

Does this mean sayonara to
U.S. superiority on the field?
Does this mean the World Series of the future in Tokyo’?
Hardly. say the experts.
"Japanese baseball is better
than most Americans think."
said Robert Whiting, whose
book "You Gotta Have Wa"
examined the differences between the Japanese and American approaches to the game.
"But 11’s not as good as some of
these Japanese commentators
are starting to Say now.

II) Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer
For the second time this season
both the Big West Conference offensive and defensive players of
the week arc from SJSU.
Quarterback Ralph Martini and
rover Anthony Washington were
named Monday as the offensive
and defensive winner, respectively. The Spartans earned the
honors in Saturday night’s 44-6
victory over Cal State Fullerton at
Spartan Stadium.

Martini, who won the Big West
award after SJSU’s 29-23 win at
Stanford Sept. 29, garnered the
award again for his career-high
passing effort of 443 yards. The
senior completed 29 of 39 attempts
and threw two touchdowns.

offensive
statistics

It’s time to talk.
he editors of the Spartan Daily will host an open
forum on the newspaper Thursday, Nov. 15, at 11:30
am. in the Associated Student chambers, located on
the third floor of the Student Union. The forum will be
open to all staff, faculty and students.

Linebackers
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51

38
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4.7
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Hawthorne

19

106

5.6
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Vargas

No matter what area
you’ve chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
$
ROTC, and you’ll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
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Haber

11
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Martini

Washington. who won his first
player of the week award, was selected for his eigth tackle effort agianst the Titans. He also chipped in
with two of the Spartans three interceptions, and had 21/2 sacks.

Spartan
defensive
statistics

Spartan

"I’m trying everything to
win." said Don Zimmer. the
Chicago Cubs manager who is
managing the all-star team.
"We want to win. We all want
to win. But they’ve (the Japanese team) outplayed us."

(A)

SHARPEN YOUR
COMMUNE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

I cadetship Is, ellen/

Avg. TO
45
0

Stacey Bailey, WA (78-81)

Bleisch, who redshirted the
I 988 season after transferring from
Southwestern Community College
in California, said playing at SJSU
is all part of his master plan as an

’Most doctors probably would say I was stupid Jar
doing it. But most doctors don’t know how much I
want and love to play football.’

Washington, Martini honored

Phoenix Cardinals

Associated Press
The Top Twenty Frye teams in The Assocoated Press 1990 college football poll. well
faslPlace voles a, parentheses records
Through Nov 3 total pants based on 25
oonts for a fast-place vole through one point
fOr a 25th-place vote and last weeks rank.

"People always used to tell me I
wasn’t ’good or big enough, but I
refuse to be beat," Bleisch said.
"As a high school player I was just
average. But I worked hard on the
weights . . . I think my heart and
intensity are the best attributes I
give this team.
SJSU coach Terry Shea said his
nose guard’s determination is a
great part of his ensamble. Yet
Bleisch’s talent isn’t confined to
his soul.
"He has great quickness. If you
have that you can do some things
in Division I football." Shea said.
"Right now, football is his life.
His spirit is so typical of this
team."
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What’s cooldn’? Troops train to keep their edge
IN EASTERN SAUDI ARABIA (AP) Despite rumblings of
impatience in some quarters, soldiers of the U.S. Army’s 82nd Airborne Division said Tuesday they
remain sharp three months after the
first ground force arrived in Saudi
Arabia.
"The only way you lose your
edge is if you sit on your butt and
don’t train," said Sgt. Maj. .1. R.
Kendall of Bravo Co., 1st Battalion. 505th Paratroop Regiment.

"We’re not fighting Iraqis. We
might as well throw away our M16s and grab our flyswatters,"
Walters said. "The boredom gets
pretty strenuous. It’s getting worse
and worse. It’d be better just to go
ahead and get it over with. It’s
going to happen anyway."
Other soldiers are eager to get
on with their mission.

Pop in e nts
17NtiSt

The soldiers here have the
same edge they had before. As
they train hard, these soldiers will
stay hardened." said battalion
commander Lt. Col. John Schmader of Clarion, Pa.
But others say the months of
waiting have taken a toll. Troops
are hunkered down in the desert,
with the relentless sun and flies,
waiting for U.N. sanctions to work
while military strategists plot war
scenarios in their air conditioned
corridors of power.
In the bunkers, aboard the ships,
even in the hospitals, there are
signs of restlessness.
"We feel a lot of tension, like a
tight spring," said 1st Sgt. George
Spear. 40, of Coleman, Ala., and
the 1st Marine Expeditionary
Force. "By our nature, it’s difficult for a Marine to sit still."

"We keep from getting bored by
training hard." said Kendall, carrying a shotgun during a trench
warfare exercise. "If the decision
is made to go offensive, these paratroopers are ready."

Marines
activate
reservists
WASHINGTON (AP) The Marine Corps said Tuesday it was ordering to active
duty about 630 reservists
from units in eight states for
combat roles in the Persian
Gulf. It is the first such use
of American combat reserves
in the crisis.

"Let’s do it ... and go home.
All it’s been is a waiting game."
said Marine Pvt. Stephen Mayfiled
of Seattle.
Commanders have worked to
keep their forces ready by training
hard and varying their routines.

"Skills atrophy if you don’t
work at them," said Brig. Gen.
Mike Myatt. commanding general
Elements of the 82nd Airborne
of the 30,000 Marines on the
were the first American ground
ground in Saudi Arabia.
forces to arrive in Saudi Arabia
The biggest fear is that troops
after President Bush drew "a line
may be getting sloppy by sitting
in the sand" Aug. 7. five days
around. So far, 43 military people
after Iraq’s lightning conquest of
have died in accidental deaths durKuwait. About 220,000 U.S.
ing the deployment.
troops are now in the region and
"People are getting impatient,"
more may be sent.
said Staff Sgt. Warren T. Williams, 29, of New York City.
paratroopers
Tuesday.
On
"They came over here to do someswarmed a practice range, firing riMarine Cpl. Carlin Walters, 21. thing and now they have to wait.
fles, machine guns, grenades and
anti-tank missiles during a number of Vidor, Texas, sat on his bunk Everybody’s dropping their defenses."
swatting flies earlier this week.
of drills

Kevin Squires Daily stall photographer

Mona Alkayyali, right, describes ingredients in a vegetarian
dish offered during a food fair held Monday and Tuesday.

PARIS (AP) Tens
of thousands of high school students
around France poured into the
streets Tuesday, one day after
130,000 people joined nationwide
marches to demand better education and improved security on
campus.

French teens
swarm streets
for education

The largest protests Tuesday involved 8,000 students in Besancon, 6,000 in Toulouse, and 4,000
each in Reims and Vannes. police

Also today the Pentagon
announced that more than
230,000 U.S. forces are deployed in the gulf area, and
that deployments are continuing. The total is 20,000
more than the Pentagon’s
previous official estimate, issued last month.
The more than 34.000 reserves called to active duty
by all the military services
over the past 10 weeks have
been used only in non-combat roles.
house.
Students have been holding protests for three weeks to seek more
teachers, repairs to crumbling high

reported. Smaller marches un- schools, and more security guards
folded in Marseille. Nancy. Metz. on crime-ridden campuses in
Belfort, Dijon. Nevers and Mul- ghetto neighborhoods.
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SERVICES
EDITORIAL

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring consultation Integra
phic materials and editing eery
ices Final draught preparation

SJSU-7R0 S

11th Street 2 bdrrn 2
bath ’wood.ed and very clean
Ample parking
5750-0100 mo
Laundry on site security building bicycle rocks Call 266-9157

Con

MUSIC ROOM HELP WANTED’ Con
tact the Student Union Directors
Office or call 924-6350

your design or logo

ROOM FOR RENT, $300 mo plus t 2
utiaties SSO deposit 1 block from
SJSU Need by Nov 15 Call KARI
al 29440511 Neve rneestige

14,51641-5036

New techniques directly
/torn USSR Practical

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share
large 2 bedroom 2 bath spertmenh
on the COLONNADE APIS on 4th

dialogues Reeding writing
501115 Cell IL 14 at 281 1446
between 6-10 per,

St Should be responeible but fun
No smoking no M.. Call DI
ANNE el 793-5118

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your netUrei lotioufte
Mane natural looking ...Mu,
eyebrows lips theels lo the
ILorury of sensuous eyes
Cali by December 251990

LOST & FOUND
HAVE YOU SEEN THE Cffedial 90
O..sit yearbook, ft tileck
white gold Call KHAI at 926.5216

reeve IS% discount
for students 6 faculty

after 9 30 prn REWARD

ENTERTAINERS NEEDED at local
Eakin V rinthirml 7 nights wk
010-020 hr w tips Cell 1619156999. COO PCT Treintng well.
MN.
FEMALE MODELS NEEDED for seam
weer gismour end I.hton pho
to
CM Dale at {408) 299-2104
eft 1 pm
Fill I TIME RECEPTIONIST Customer
Service Rep 64 ME Stills Typing Apple Computer Accounting
Cell 177 64113

lIFT 19,00 greet industry derek lele
r communications
Nee Spartan
Stadium Rase plus huge corn
mission Seem position no or.
necessary Notable hours
WOMEN WEI COME to WOMAN
owned business’
Patty or
John at 993 Ille I

you down-to-earth information.
$9 95 each Mertyn Publications
455 Barren Ave Moro... HIS Ca
WHERE DO YOU
want tops" Hawaii
Mexico. Europe. US
Low airfares,
Make your Christmas
piano NOW.
Call 997-3647 end eek
for ARLENE’

Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
I ines $5 00 $600 $6 70
4 Lines $600 $670 $740
5 Lines $700 $740 $8 10
L nes
$800 $870 $940
itch Additional Line SI 00

Requires good communo
lion ski. Cell BRIAN KOPP at
F ITP for an interview Ill51275
1059

SALESPERSONS

WANTED
ENG
I 1SH SPANISH Mangual only No
expertenc
...sm.,
Fiorito.
hews
quitrents.
wages
111. ACKBURN
AUTO SAL ES
Call 292-6121 1334$ 101 SI S J

mow

Four
Days
$ 7 40
$810
$ 880
$1010

Five
Days
$ 8 00
$ 8 80
$ 9 60
$1080

St 5042
low printer
Macintosh
Notes papers. Wters.
flyers etc
Free editing
Dohrmann Businese Center
325 5 1st St, 151 Fl 263-0700

SJSU for 4 years) high poetry
term papers theses, resumes irst
tens, group projects etc APA
spelling groomer
...list
punctuetion check Available 7
days week by appointment Cali

AAAAAA HA.
NO TIME to type your
paper reeurneh
We can type it FAST end NEAT
with LOW RATE tor students

TYPING-WORD PROCESSING

ROZ 274-3664

Tu.... reports
thesis resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

EXPERIENCED, FAST

6510w as 02 page.
Call now. 942-0191 923-3996
John or Poulin*

WORD processors. fern..
with SPA Turebisn forme.
for reports, papers.theses
whittover Science
English papers our specialty

Too many retorts and not
ME DOTHr:
p.p.
ResumeshtirneoLE
term

enox.G,
Ty

FREE spelchech store.
Low-cost editing A graphics
Call Pea Virginia-251-0449

thee.. etc Grad & undergred
Aver.. days eves & weekends
by sp. USW Printer Cell ANNA
et 972-4992

Coil 9721563
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Letters Reports
Reasonable Rates
Laser Printing
P u & Del Cover all ere. of
San Jose Campbell
Santa Clare
Cell tor free estimate

COMPUTER
ACCURATE
WOROPROCESSOR Now Hamilton IL Winchester Call SHIRLEY
at 379-3519 KATHY el 3741168

FAST

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES.
Reports term papers

$2 P.

resumes. letters I more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

F11.

LETTER QUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE if
check
FN. WIWI grammer

Afford.. accurele
’es, . Spell Gram ck evi
Close to campus
Pickup avail
EVELYN 270-1014

Reasonable retell

2234331
WORD PROCESSING L TR OUAUTY
-PHOTOCOPIES MORE.
Pape. Resumes Flyers, Etc
Quick return -Superior Qualtly.
CECILIA -.406 223-6102
Wd proc $2 25 pg $14 In
whichever less-So SJ sr.12 degree 20 yr, business
polincei common...* yap

Minimum 62 per page
Call RAJU .1 238-1799

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing. Term papers reports, group papers resumes 1.
lora Meer. etc Letter quality. All
tonnes plus API. SPELCHEK

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
175 wpm’ Duality guaranteed
Competitive rates Term papers

Classifieds
on
Campus
They
work
for
you.
CALL

resumer.
trenscrIption
!hems legal papers moiling lists
etc
Call
M. 5203
graphics
todapi
tape

punctuation grammar essiteme
All work guaranteed’ Cali PAM
247-2681 I ern -41.1 for worry*.

wonlyon
TYPING
ceasing. Close to campu Fest
turnaround Please cell 2924096

professional dependable service

PROFESSIONAL

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and groomer
also help Lei this
English leacher assist
you In improving your

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL
Attention ENGINEERING
Studefilil and non-native
Speakers’ Ler Me help
you Oth rem.es letters
mho ePorts Very reeson

P A Foreign students
welcome CM BARBARA

924-3277

Each
Extra
Day
SI 50
$200
$300
53 50

Somistor Rat’s (All Issues)

C ad, line Sas 23 spaces ava.,aNk s
S
dasshitid advedsersess,

’Klee ClasstScation
Announcements

1

Automotive
Computers
or Sale

Ph,

Address_

L.nes

E nclOSed is $

Greek

Services

Help Wanted
Housing

Stereo

ost A I ound
oal
Persn

Print Name

City b Slate

t

(408) 924-3277

We mft train
Apply in person
Mon Fri 9 am 4 pm

WM FN..

50% off w SJSU ID
TWO BLOCKS from CAMPUS
nest to Origin. J. s
TYPING
WORDPROCESSING

(Count approximately 23 letters and spaces for each hc,,

10-14 Lines $90 00
5-91 ’nes S70 00
15-19 tines$110 00

SECURITY OFFICERS
PROCESS SERVERS
riot time pan time
SO ell shit.

HOUSE SUPERVOIOPI needed Men

DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
294-1833

Minimum three lines on one day

yaw

0741111 TO
Weetly Pay
iffinse.1119 .111.10.

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Work done professionally
accurately quickly A With
smile. Handouts, exerns
fliers resumes papers, etc

Print Your Ad Here

sist you wan your femme inter
viewing skills and placement a
slatenc Positions ere Mployer

HE ADSUP

Willow Sim Area
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
(serving
Professional
typist

TYPING

AAAH.

nically Typing 1406)291-0750

APA Law printer Chick
return Trenscription Nryices
e ven.. Almaden Brenham area
P0000 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON-251-944e
Laser Printer
Word Perfect
Thee. Term Papers Resumes
Editing Assistance -yes.
sp grammar sentence structure
APA Tureb1an MLA formats

95037

PRINTER
FREE gramme, spel1 punc check Reasonable rates
Quick turnaround
12 minutes
from campus Cell KATE at Tech-

41110.11111111111111=1111M11.1111.1MIIMMENIIIMENERNMIMMIIMIIIIMIIMMIIMIR MIR Milan MIN

SAL ES El ECTRICAI We ere looking
for limited number of people to

SECURITY
f enrs subs ft pi pos 90
eh .1 ben ILI 432 1644 PA 415
424 1221 Menlo (41S)4113-2.115

NEED INFORMATION ON Buenos
Aires, The Amazon, Kauai, Carr
tun, Inside Travel Reports give

Ad Rates

2110 Me... Are S J
ACUCACTS INC

CALL LINDA TOOAY
for experienced profeslonal
word proceeeng Theses
term pep., group protects
etc All formate including

(408)249-8466
SERVICING your Word Processing
and Graphics needs Term pa.rt reports theses etc LASER

AFFORDABLE

LEARN RUSSIAN FAST’.
From NATIVE Russia. mato.

STUDIO APT for 1 person $475 mo
5350 security deposit 0111
paid Parking 259-7040

APA NURSING RUSE PSYCH
Format Edit Leserprint
Thee.. Term Papers. Outlines
Cell Marsha 266-9448

crosses Call ANDY now et 293/1720

NEED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 2
bedroom I1 2 bath Call 243.52

COMPANION FOR tem age
boy Mon -Fri 2-6 pin Must hare
car excellent
referenc.
Call
after 7 pm 395-2178

Greet .pertenc
1.1559,1503

or

HOUSING

MAlE

posaton

Campo. Christian Center tOth 6
San Canoe For more information
about activities cell Rey Sorb
Fir nhaber at 296-0204

run through free seles training
program If accepted we sill as

S J

BEDS MATTRESS SETS. New twin
$89 toil 095 queen 1145 king
1168 You gel both pieces Chest
beds daybeds bunatieds $99 A
mirror nitesland
up Dors.,

LECT
at
1213492-2503
(714)893-5210

Amy Jeanine 4,18001
592-2121

every week Free Valls
Brooks internation Inc

’EARN EXTRA INCOME
Up to 0900 ono and excellent

FOR SALE

PARKING
ATTENDANTS
WANTED. Approx 07 ror cash
Will work with school schedule
All over Bay ar. Cell MIKE COL

oncarnpus marketing
proper, Organized end
hard working Call

and
weeirends
Starling
pay
06 505,
Call 294-6161
FOE
RACE ST FISH / POULTRY

4wheel
SEIZED CARS trucks boats
molorhornes by FBI IRS
er
now
DEA Avail.. your area
C12S5
Call (405.27555

VALET

STUDENT organization that
would like to earn 5500Si 000 for one week

CASHIER WANTED. PT Lvail on cut*
tomer. clean stock Afternoon

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at ID AM et

able Technical writing
background Please call

140111290-7436

chase your TWA student discount
card now and beet the lore in -

CLINIC’. Unwanted
hair removed forever SpeciaNst
confidential Your very own probe
Of disposable Call 247-7489, 335
S Sanyo.] Ave San Jose

education units prof

LOOKING FOR A

BARTENOE R NEEDED part time for
weekend shifts SANTA TERESA
GOLF COURSE Call 226-3170 ask
Mr JOHN, MonFro, 9-2 prn

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sunday evenings at
6 30 800 PM Campus Christian
Center 10th AI San Carlos For
more Into about other activities
cell Father Mork Near, or Sister
MASS

ol WIUTE TYPE

TRAVEL

ELECTROLYSIS

positions avail immedIslelo
Call 257-73256 units
Pb recreation. or

minor companies Musl
be personable and outgoing
Excellent earnings.
Jeanine Amy at 18001
592-2121

James at 415-373-5364

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC

0I7

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS. TWA off*.
10% on any published fere Put.

Judy Ryan at 298-0201

students tor all typos
of childcare programs
F441bie schedules 8
early am A late pm

LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on en on -campus
marhating project for

breaking laws lo Cleanup the en
monment For an ontereaw call

sentimental value Please
call 251-1465

TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Smell World Schools
is hiring part-time

Ca 95055

ACTIVISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN JOBS
Campaign with CALPIRG s expo
nenced staff and pass ground

rack between RFC CENTER
and MUSIC HALL Great

TEACHER AIDE In .rnpus child care
center 5 30 arn.1 pen. Mon -Eli
Child development end
Once preferred but not essential
Cell 293-2288

JOBS IN PARADISE
Learn how to obtain eacItIng
new careers with CLUB MEC/
cruiser., end other tropic.
resorts Let our informative
guide show you how Send
0095 to A & M Publications
P0 Box 3726 Santa Clara

HELP WANTED

green white HARO
mountain bike Stolen
Tots Oct 30 from bike

Pay fned dent ins and
credit union
Apply al 3212 Scott Blvd
Sent& Clara (Between Olcon
A San Tome. 727-4865

PERSONA a1453-0905

San Jose State

5100 REWARD
for information leedIng
10th. recovery of my

at sale secure high tech

JOBS
WEDDING

BLACK DAYTIMER notebook
Bola ATM Plea. call Ken 9230516

companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer uniform. vacation

3665

621 E Campbell Are
call 379.3500

LOST

Full Time or Pert Time
No Experrtnce Necessary
Vanguard is looking for
friendly people to work

hours volunteer status Room &
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christian Embassy al 923-

(4061259.8000

Save your teeth eyes
and money too
Cleanings and office
visits al no charge
For brochure see
AS office or tett

rehabilltelon program Motivated
responsible student may apply
No eiperience necessary flex

1 ravel
I yping

IMMI1=M1111=Mlb=

NDL;FIECIt MONF T 090F

ClaSSIled De511

Uor,

,,5! I.

,JA CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Universtty
San Jose. Calitornta 95192 0149
Man

1

Deadline TWO days pr 111 1 II, ptAblit .11,111
dates only
p
Consecutive publication
No refunds on cancelled ads
MIMS IMM1IMIMIMMIIMI

810
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PARTY, PLAY
AND WIN TODAY!

/sou\
VIDEO GAMES

COLLEGE

TOURNAMENT
PRESENTED BY:

BURGER

KING

INFKIIE

Jeep

e4loha’Rowl
’I 4 vi 5’.

EAGLE

IT’S A 2 pAY PARTY! FREE VIDEO GAME PLAY!
A 1991
r-I

+ A TRIP TO HAWAII!

EAGLE TALON TSi
ALL WHEEL
DRIVE!

7s

+ SEGA GENESIS SYSTEMS!
4 CASH PRIZES!

A 1991
JEEP WRANGLER
RENEGADE!

+ T-SHIRTS AND MORE!

SPONSORED BY:

DAY 1

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 7
5:00PM - 11 :00 PM

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY

DAY 2

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 8
4:00PM - 10:00PM

Relax. You
Apples Macint
Macintosh pro
Once you’ve It
to learn anothi
It’s easy to
grams, and th(
are writing. T
and turn in a

LOCATION: STUDENT UNION LOMA PRIETA ROOM
OFFICIAL RULES AVAILABLE AT ABOVE LOCATION. PROGRAM OPEN TO REGISTERED STUDENTS ONLY.
somminessommimmolowesmmoisememmnimmnimmmmoomemiummessimmummimmminumessommommmmaseummsonsimemimmemeememmmmmim

2 GAMES
FREE
SPECIAL
OFFER

STUDENTS
ONLY

WHEN YOU
BUY A SEGA
GENESIS
SYSTEM
Br fWEEN
SP! 15 &
INC 1
1990

MAIL -IN
CERTIFICATE

Now when t liege students purchase a Genesis System between September 15th and December 1st,
Sega will send you two IRII. Genesis game cartridges.
111

Get one of these EXCLUSIVE

new Genesis games FREE...

Iii
reOteAll

loe Montana
I oothall "

...and get one of our
other great games FREE!

r
(acmes’s)

Pt Riley
Basketball’.

I ollow these I ass, Steps.
I Poo how a ( wro,p) ytum between September 15 thru
December I, 1990 and ottach the original dated purchase receipt (receipt must be dated from September 15
thru December 1) for your Genesis System, and
2. Cut out proof of purchase symbol from the Sega Genesis
System box, and
3. Fill In the Information requested on the purchase regis.
!ration included in your Genesis System, and
4. Include a photocopy of your original college identlflta
tion turd, and
5. Complete requested information on this certificate, and
6. Selec t your FREE Genesis cartridges from above (V chwk
first c hoire. cir( le second), and

H Coluntns’.

,

lames "Buster" Douglas
Knockout Bodnar"

Sega will mail you a FREE game cartridge 8-16
weeks from receipt from all completed redemption
materials Offer good September 15 through
Mx ember 1 1990 Sega reserves the right to substitute another game listed based upon product
availability Offer not valid In mmbination with
any other Sego Genesis offer Valid in US only

Ind ’I’ woe.)

norlernorts nf if .A Of AM, PSI A

!iN

Thunder font II Ito

T. hrwnolt In.

111
111

(-Mail In I ertifts ate

111
Name
Street
City

’)1,1

Telephone (
Nome of ( flew.

11111MINIMMMININIMIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMME11111111 a
’loon

[I sup., Hong On"
fl Thunder I ors e II
El lust Rattle "

E1 Spate blurrier II "

7 Mull all these items, postmarked no litter thon
N., ember ri to
SEGA GENESIS COLLEGE OFFER
P.O. BOX 3130
SO. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94063

111

El 1 ru ston "
rl sup., I hunderhlode

BOXING
Super
Monaco Gr.

(check first choice, circle second awl),

All other qorne title) or Irodernorlo r)/ logo 4 Amon/ o In

se

is

me im im ow um we se

,TEMS!

Simply Easy.

!’"

*tint* oast

f
eff
f;

:f

f,

fill’

f

"If

f
e li
e
f
t
T

Relax. You’ll be comfortable using your
Apple* Macintosh* in several hours. And, all
Macintosh programs work in the same way.
Once you’ve learned one program, it’s a snap
to learn another.
It’s easy to create charts, graphs, and diagrams, and then paste them into the paper you
are writing. Take home a Macintosh tonight
and turn in a great paper tomorrow.

1

r

And now, you can take home the new, affordable, Macintosh Classic+ for only $792.00,
the best price around. The Classic comes
complete with a monitor, keyboard, mouse and
system software.
Come see the new Macintosh Classic at the
Computer Fair November 5,6, & 7 in the
Student Union from 10-4 PM.

CI 990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, I he Apple logo. Mecunoeh are reserved tradenurts 01 App.
.StoA..k(oln. tee Inc

ornputer. Inc Omen r

